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Abstract.
This paper investigates computational optimization
techniques at the urban design scale, aiming to improve the performance
of urban fabric layouts according to predefined evaluation metrics. To
this end, this work addresses the use of optimization tools in urban
design by comparing various optimization algorithms for generating
urban fabrics with improved walkability and by analyzing the outcomes
of different urban design rules. These rules formulate orthogonal and
non-orthogonal grids from the perspective of transit accessibility (TA),
thereby minimizing automobile usage and improving the walkability
of neighborhoods. Transit accessibility is also evaluated alongside
estimated infrastructure cost to verify the suitability of applying
optimization in urban design. Our results suggest that the RBFOpt
algorithm performs best for generating urban fabrics according to our
quantitative design objectives; more flexible and complex grids in terms
of shape and dimensions tend to deliver greater TA than rectangular and
uniform-oriented grids; different block patterns can lead to solutions
more directed at TA or to infrastructure cost, outlining a trade-off; and
multicriteria optimization helped in identifying designs that balanced
transit accessibility and infrastructure cost.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Design approaches that include generative and parametric features increase
designers’ ability to explore wider sets of potential solutions. In this context,
computational optimization is increasingly being adopted to solve complex design
problems, from energy consumption to structural performance (Wortmann and
Nannicini, 2017; Wortmann, 2019; Brown, Jusiega and Mueller, 2020). However,
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computational optimization techniques at the urban design scale have been
limited compared to architecture due to increased complexity and computation
requirements (Navarro-Mateu, Makki and Cocho-Bermejo, 2018; Makki et al.,
2019; Yang, Samaranayake and Dogan, 2020). However, opportunities are
numerous, especially if we consider urban design’s influence on the economy
and quality of life in a city. The work described in this paper hypothesizes
that computational optimization can be useful in urban design when associated
with generative design systems and evaluation metrics. It consists of sets of
experiments that involve the formulation, evaluation, and optimization of urban
fabric configurations according to predefined evaluation metrics. The overall
objectives are i) to evaluate the benefit of employing optimization tools to improve
urban performance; ii) to compare the effectiveness of various optimization
algorithms for tackling problems that are recurrent in urban design, and; iii) to
explore and assess different generative approaches towards the formulation of
orthogonal and non-orthogonal grids from the perspective of transit accessibility.
Transit accessibility is an urban development principle based on locating amenities
and housing within walking distance from transit hubs, thereby minimizing
automobile usage and improving walkability in neighborhoods. Therefore, transit
accessibility was used in conjunction with infrastructure cost as estimated by
road area as quantitative design objectives to verify the suitability of applying
optimization in urban design, with the expectation that such an application may
be expanded to encompass other design qualities in the future.
In this context, the experiments combine algorithms for blocks and streets
generation; CityMetrics tools (Lima, 2017) for fabrics performance evaluation,
and various Grasshopper optimization plugins for guiding generation towards
solutions with optimized performance, namely Galapagos, Silvereye, Radical,
Opossum, and Goat for single-criteria, and Wallacei for multicriteria optimization.
Problem formulation for the experiments comes from the following questions:
i) can optimization be useful in finding better arrangements for urban fabrics
(blocks dimensions, shape, and rotation) that yields greater transit accessibility
for a neighborhood? ii) which optimization algorithm performs better, considering
this specific context of generating orthogonal and non-orthogonal grids, seeking
to improve transit accessibility and walkability? iii) can multicriteria optimization
help within this context?
This paper is structured into four sections that present, respectively, the
materials and methods of the research; the performed case studies that address
the use of optimization in urban fabrics generation; the case studies results; and a
discussion on the results and final remarks.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. RESEARCH FRAMEWORK

The overall research framework consists of combining algorithms for blocks and
streets generation; Physical Proximity Calculator for evaluating the generated
fabrics performance; and various Grasshopper optimization plugins for guiding
generation towards solutions with optimized performance. Thus, in summary,
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we implemented a generative approach for optimizing urban fabric configurations
through evaluation metrics set as fitness functions in optimization.
2.2. TRANSIT ACCESSIBILITY

Promoting short distances to access public transportation means better connecting
the city, encouraging walking, cycling, and using the public transport system.
Distance has substantial implications for a public transport system’s viability
and effectiveness - in essence, distance allows one to measure a transit station’s
proximity or accessibility in aggregate. However, efforts to make cities more
connected have often been predicated on allowing people to move around the city
more quickly, opening an ever-increasing number of ways to move cars rather
than bringing urban services closer to people. In this regard, Calthorpe (1993)
points out that transportation systems need to be structured to facilitate access
to a wide variety of destinations, such as work, services, and recreation, among
others. In this context, transit accessibility is a transit-oriented development
principle based on locating amenities and housing around transit hubs (Figure
1) and minimizing automobile usage, thereby contributing to more walkable
and sustainable neighborhoods (Dittmar and Ohland, 2004; Farr, 2013; Suzuki,
Cervero and Iuchi, 2013).

Figure 1. Diagram summarizing the Transit Accessibility idea: all neighborhood activities
within walking distance of a central station. Source: Adapted from Lima (2017).

2.3. PHYSICAL PROXIMITY INDEX (PPI)

Transit accessibility can be evaluated in early design by calculating Physical
Proximity Index (PPI). PPI is an index extracted from Physical Proximity
Calculator (PPC), a CityMetrics tool (Lima 2017) that expresses, on a 0 to 1 scale,
the smaller distance between a target (e.g., a transit station) and other locations
in a neighborhood (origins). To this end, PPC identifies, considering the streets
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network, the path(s) with smaller distance(s) between one or more particular
target(s) and all selected locations in an area. For instance, if a given location
is within 400 m (5 min walk) from a station, it returns a PPI of 1. This index
decreases as the distance approaches 1.6 km (20 min walk) and becomes 0 when the
distance becomes greater than 1.6 km. In these research experiments, which aim
to assess proximity for all blocks within a neighborhood, we set PPC to calculate
the distances between each block’s corners and then extract the average between
them. Thus, the algorithm expresses a particular block’s physical proximity by
performing its corners’ average physical proximity indexes. When considered
across an entire neighborhood, these calculations provide information about the
whole design. Figure 2 depicts the PPI calculation logic.

Figure 2. Steps for calculating the Physical Proximity Index.

2.4. COMPUTATIONAL OPTIMIZATION IN URBAN DESIGN

The use of computational optimization to address complex design problems
has increased significantly, although its use in urban design is limited when
compared to architecture due to the increased complexity and computation
requirements. To investigate the performance of different optimization techniques
in an urban design context, we have addressed several tools encoding different
algorithms for generating optimized urban fabrics from the transit accessibility
perspective. In summary, we addressed six Grasshopper optimization tools
(Galapagos, Silvereye, Radical, Opossum, Goat, and Wallacei) and their different
possibilities to implement the ten following algorithms: i) Galapagos - Genetic
Algorithms (Rutten, 2011); ii) Galapagos - Simulated Annealing; iii) Silvereye ParticleSwarm (Cichoka et al., 2017); iv) Radical - GN Direct (Brown, Jusiega
and Mueller, 2020); v) Radical - GN Origin Direct; vi) Opossum - RBFOpt
(Wortmann, 2017); vii) Opossum - CMAES; viii) Goat - CRS2 (Flöry, 2015);
ix) Goat - COBYLA, and; x) Wallacei - NSGA-2 (Makki, Weinstock and
Showkatbajhsh, 2020). These algorithms were tested in three different case studies
considering solution quality and computation time.
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3. CASE STUDIES
To explore optimization possibilities in urban fabric generation, we implemented
two case studies of varying complexity. For each case study, we tested several
different optimization tools for a total of 168 hours of CPU processing (9 tests
x 8 hours in case 1 approach 1 + 9 tests x 8 hours in case 1 approach 2 +
3 tests x 8 hours in case 2). The first case consisted of generating uniform
and non-uniform blocks using single-criteria optimization for finding urban
fabric arrangements with higher physical proximity indexes. The second case,
in turn, consisted of addressing different approaches for modifying the best
solution found in case 1, using multicriteria optimization to deal with the transit
accessibility and Infrastructure cost trade-off (maximizing Physical Proximity
Index vs. minimizing the streets’ total length). Figure 3 illustrates the logic of
the case studies described below.

Figure 3. The case studies’ logic: single and multicriteria optimization with multiple
generative approaches for fabric generation.

4. Case study 1
Case study 1 consisted of two basic parametric approaches (Figure 4a): uniform
block generation and non-uniform block generation. In the first approach, a
generative algorithm was implemented to create a rectangular grid of blocks and
streets for a given area. In this experiment, all blocks had equal dimensions, and
four variables were optimized: blocks length (60 to 200m), blocks width (60 to
200m), streets width (12 to 20m), and grid rotation angle (-90 to 90 degrees). The
average Physical Proximity Index between all blocks and the station block (the
central one) was set as a fitness function. One test, lasting up to 8 hours, was
performed with each optimization tool (Figure 4b).
The second approach followed the same basic structure, with one crucial
difference: blocks could have different dimensions while keeping grid alignments
(Figure 4c). In this scenario, the number of parametric variables reached forty-two,
increasing the problem’s complexity and allowing us to compare the optimization
tools’ effectiveness.
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In both approaches, the optimization tools mentioned before were set to find
fabric layouts that provided the higher physical proximity index between the
neighborhood’s central block and all others. The goal was to identify which
approach would provide better solutions and which optimization algorithm would
perform better, considering solution quality and computation time.

Figure 4. Case 1’s approaches for generating the fabrics’ settings.

5. Case study 2
In case study 2, optimizations were performed according to the same logic as in
case study 1, but with freedom beyond that of a rectilinear uniform grid. In this
sense, the second case study consisted of further refining the best solution found in
case 1 through three different deforming approaches for subsequent optimization:
blocks subdivision, moving corners, and Voronoi blocks (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Case 2’s approaches for generating the fabrics’ settings.
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Blocks subdivision consisted of subdividing the blocks by creating new
in-between street and block configurations, aiming to verify the outcomes of
softening the original grid alignment. In turn, the moving corners approach
consisted of evaluating the effects of moving the blocks‘ corners while keeping
the streets’ widths, generating non-orthogonal grids. The Voronoi blocks approach
consisted of extracting the original blocks’centroids to generate a Voronoi diagram
with them. Thus, the idea was to explore moving these central points and
evaluating different Voronoi shaped fabrics, defined according to the movement
of original blocks centroids.
Moreover, the first case study confirmed our perception of an existing
trade-off between transit accessibility and infrastructure cost. We observed that
as the Physical Proximity index to the central block increased, the streets’ total
area also increased. Thus, in this second case, we addressed implementing a
multicriteria optimization framework (Wallacei) to deal with trade-offs between
Transit accessibility (Physical Proximity Index) and competing metrics such as
infrastructure cost (total area of streets).
6. RESULTS
Case study 1 optimizations led, in the best case, to a PPI average increase of 0.07
(approach 2, Opossum RBFOpt test) compared to initial model conditions. If we
consider that each 0.01 PPI value means 12 m of walking and that an inhabitant
of a neighborhood goes back and forth once a day to the station, a 0.07 optimized
value means 168 m less of daily walking per person, equivalent to 2.1 minutes
(considering just home-station-home commuting) of daily walk. This value may
also mean shorter distances to other neighborhood amenities, and therefore, greater
overall walkability.

Figure 6. Results of case 1 approach 1. The better solution found is highlighted.
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Case study 1 led to several key findings (Figures 6, 7, and 8). First, the
RBFOpt algorithm provided the best solution vs. time relation when considering
only single-criteria tools, suggesting that it performs better than others in
problems of this nature. COBYLA (Goat) solutions were significantly worst in
both approaches, which can be explained by the algorithm’s successive linear
approximation approach, which does not work well given the problem formulation.
Such a result is a caution against using certain algorithm types like a black
box solver without considering the problem type. Finally, approach 2 solutions
generally performed better in terms of PPI than approach 1 solutions, suggesting
that increasing geometric flexibility beyond a rectilinear grid provided room for
physical proximity improvement.

Figure 7. Results of case 1 approach 2. The better solution found is highlighted.

Figure 8. Best solutions through time graphs for both case 1’s approaches.
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Case 2, in turn, provided us with the following findings (Figure 9). All three
case 2 approaches provided better solutions than the original input in terms of
PPI (case 1 best solution). As such, the optimization helped to identify that more
flexible and complex grids in terms of shape and dimensions tend to deliver greater
TA than rectangular and uniform-oriented grids. In addition, the adoption of
different block patterns can lead to solutions more directed at TA or infrastructure
cost, confirming the trade-off. Overall, the use of different generative approaches
allowed for exploring a wide range of solutions, while multicriteria optimization
helped in identifying designs that balance transit accessibility and infrastructure
cost. The Voronoi approach solutions tend to yield fabrics with less streets’ area
(lower infrastructure cost), and moving corners solutions returned highest Physical
Proximity Indexes.

Figure 9. Case 2 results. Different approaches tend to yield different fitness functions.

7. DISCUSSION AND FINAL REMARKS
Optimization provided meaningfully better solutions than the input design in
both case studies, allowing us to explore a wide range of solutions according
to performance metrics. Besides, this work also investigated different CO tools’
performance, bringing up some advantages and drawbacks. Although these results
are not enough to definitively assert which tools are most suitable for urban fabrics
design, they suggest that the RBFOpt algorithm might perform better in problems
structured in this way, while COBYLA might perform worse.
At the same time, we recognize these experiments have some limitations
due to urban design’s complexity, multiple viewpoints, and stakeholders since
this research simplifies urban design aspects into several significant quantitative
objectives. Optimization here is thus explored as a tool for discovering potentially
improved solutions or even directions for further modification, rather than as a
deterministic approach for selecting a single, perfect design at this stage of the
process.
In future works, we intend to add more complexity to the model by considering
other parameters, like the location of public amenities and housing, and by adding
grammatical rules for topological variation, which would significantly increase
the universe of possible solutions. On the other hand, this experiment provided
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a solid basis for future work with its extensive assessment of nine different
optimization approaches. Further developments will require careful analysis and
interpretation of the results since slightly different fitness values may significantly
impact people’s lives, given the larger design scale.
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